Travel Report

Journey to Afghanistan in May 2016 // by Pascale Goldenberg
This report is arranged around some photos I
have taken. There are not many, as the women
only rarely agree to having their picture taken;
moreover, the stay there is stressful, as it is.
On my journey there and back, Shaima Breshna
accompanied me, an elegant Afghan woman
living in Germany. She has initiated the project
Azezana, which she is currently leading: In
Kabul, a group of women are dying silk threads
to make scarves. Shaima is twenty years older
than me, I admire her energy and determination.
I wonder: What will my energy for the embroidery project be like in 2036?
Be sure to visit her Azezana website which offers
a beautiful view of all these vibrant colourful
silk scarves. The silk is mostly dyed with natural
dyes and comes from Herat.
A culinary discovery was raw rhubarb in salad.
This is called salota and is made from a basis of
tomatoes, cucumbers and fresh onions cut into
very small cubes, served with fresh spices, finely
shredded mint, coriander and salt but never
with oil. The variety I discovered contained very
small pieces of raw rhubarb, whose light tartness adds welcome freshness in the great heat of
beginning summer. I noticed that, eating from
the common bowl, some people put the rhubarb
meticulously aside, while others, among them
also children, were happy to pick just these out,
all the while making faces.
Laghmani is situated on the plateau of Shomali.
Shomali means “wind”, making it obvious that
it is windy place. On my first evening in the
village where I spend my nights after the threats
earlier this year, the wind turned so stormy
that the pomegranate trees lost all their flowers.
Even worse, the fruits of the mulberry trees (tut)
that were just ripe were scattered on the ground,
lost for the harvest. This means a severe loss
for the population, who eat this fruit and sell it –
in fresh and dried form.
Margreth, who has already taught the women in
the villages twice how to knit, has found more
followers, among them a young girl, Nilufar, who
has knitted several pieces of clothing for her dolls,
a tunic for herself, as well as this very modern

cap, which she put on in spite of the heat to be
photographed. When I met her last winter,
she had stopped going to school because she did
not like it and preferred knitting. So I tried to
convince her that being able to read and write
is much more important than knitting and she
would still have enough time for that, anyway.
So I gave her a considerable quantity of wool
and we made a deal: Lots of wool in return for
the promise to return to school at the start
of the new school year (21st of March). She has
kept her promise.
We, Sabine, Margreth and me, take turns v isiting
the villages. In 2014, we asked for financial
support in the rebuilding of Omeda’s house that
had become derelict. Towards the end of the
construction work towards the end of winter,
Omeda and her children took up living there
again. In the back, the picture shows Khaled,
leader of the project, without whom nothing
would happen. Khaled is one of those people
that one would wish to find more often in
Afghanistan. Then there would be no more
war and the country would flourish again.
In the countryside, cooking is always done over
wood fire (brushwood or cow dung) in the morning to heat water for tea and to fry eggs. The
more important meals at noon and in the evening
(rice, pulse, vegetables – only rarely with meat)
are cooked over gas bottles. These have become
much safer now, after having caused many explosions and killing many women. Pita bread (nan)
is daily baked in a traditional underground oven
(tandoori). While in Germany and the rest of
Europe tomatoes are just now planted after the
Frost Saints, over in the plains of Shomali one
can already eat tomatoes, cucumbers, onions and
zucchini. Grapes have already appeared, the vines
offering welcome shade from the sun.
I can never resist the urge of taking a picture
when I find a baby trussed up in a crib. These
babies cannot move in any way, completely
wrapped in two broad pieces of cloth and
strapped down by two narrower bands. For the
night, the baby’s arms and legs are also wrapped
up like a mummy. As a mother of four and a
grandmother as well, I find it hard to imagine the
purpose behind this deliberate confinement,
but they seem to feel comfortable.

This is the medicine supply of my guest family in
the village. Whoever they may be, and whatever
social class they may belong to, Afghans simply
love medicaments to cure all possible ailments.
They come from India and I seriously doubt that
they are effective or necessary at all. When I am
talking about medicinal plants to help against a
cold or about putting on socks, for that matter,
they say: “Of course we have some plants for it,
but we still prefer medicaments.”
This time the meeting with the embroiderers
had an additional aspect: I had to collect the
first parts of items for the competition “Gardens
Around the World”, a project in cooperation
with the French association Textile-Résonance.
Seventy pieces were collected that suggested a
composition about the garden theme. In winter
I had commissioned seventy embroiderers to
continue the work of a person from Europe. It
was a challenge and an adventure, a difficult
task because the result could not be foreseen.
The outcome will be presented in our travelling
exhibition in mid-September at the Carrefour
Europeen du Patchwork in Sainte-Marie-auxMines, Alsace. Here, I present the work of
Martine Molet-Bastien which will also be shown
in the catalogue of this exhibition. Here in
Europe the exhibitions are going on tour and
are announced on our website under Event
Calendar.
The following exhibitions and competitions are
being planned:
1. For autumn, we invite you to take part in our
project of sheep embroideries From pet to farm
animal – cute or essential for survival. (Zwischen
Romantik und Nutztier – kuschelig und überlebenswichtig.) You will find suitable embroideries
in our sheep gallery. The presentation happens at
the 10. Ortenauer Textiltage in Rheinau-Freistett
in mid-October.
2. To participate in the competition Message, you
can choose one letter from the letter gallery.
Your small composition, which should be
arranged around the embroidered letter is
supposed to convey a “Message” of a personal
or global kind. Please find here our competition
documents.

3. The competition Tischlein deck dich (“The
Wishing Table”), which is organised in cooperation with the cultural association Beckeriche
Mühle in Luxembourg, asks you to design a table
runner using at least three embroideries of fruit
or vegetables – available at our gallery of the
same name. This is also going to be a travelling
exhibition.
The sales galleries of our site will be replenished
after the first week of July. Here, you can find the
items brought back from the recent journey.
I would be grateful if you could pass this information on to friends who might also be interested in one of the projects. This report is also
available in French and German. If you prefer a
different language, please let me know.
At DAI e.V., we have an account for donations
in order to support women at their studies with €
30 per month, as well as families of embroiderers
who are in need. Thank you very much for your
support.
Account name: DAI eV
BIC: GENODE61FR1
IBAN: DE44 6809 0000 0016 6584 05
Please enter: “StickNotHilfe” or “SNH”.
While I am writing these lines here in Europe,
it keeps raining continually. At the same time,
there is far too little rain in other parts of our
planet. Therefore, don’t let us complain about
the caprices of our weather here; usually our very
existence is not threatened, whereas missing rain
in the mountains of Afghanistan means drought
and hardship.
I wish all of you the best of all possible summers.
Kind regards,
Pascale

P.S. If you should not want to receive these reports any longer, please let me know.

